who
		cares...

The first
wealth is
health.

Gent

WZC
ZILVERSTERRE

Spring 2017 we have been contacted by the people from De Foyer to make
a proposal for furniture for the new project in Gent. As they had in mind an
extra-ordinary design in different themes they were looking for a supplier
with creative input combined with expertise in care-furniture. We are
delighted and grateful to be their partner in this unique project.

Zuienkerke

DOMEIN
POLDERWIND

With this first Care Hotel, Rode Kruis Vlaanderen offers a place for relaxing
holidays for people with physical limitations or health problems. The hotel
offers place to 92 people in a beautiful setting along the water. The unique
round building designed by Polo Architects has a central garden and the
rooms give view over the surrounding nature. It is a place where one can
come to rest and escape from the daily stress and worries.

Dessel

ALFONS SMET
RESIDENTIES

Alfons Smet Residenties in Dessel understand that quality of life is key,
especially in the context of a serviced flats complex. The solid but aesthetic
architecture offers individual care flats and all the accompanying services.
A beautiful shared garden surrounds the complex which allows the people
to enjoy a green view and a walk in the garden.

Rijmenam

WZC
ZONNEWEELDE

This luxurious care home was one of our first projects in health and care
20 years ago. The former owners had their own approach and wanted to go
beyond the existing standards. They wanted to create a place to make the
guests feel at home. Today still these same values are carried out in this
remarkable place and beautiful natural setting.

Kortrijk

BUDALYS

Our most recent project is a very special one.
Along the water on the Buda-island in Kortrijk,
Zorggroep H.Hart has built a brand new complex
with 52 high-end serviceflats. The ingenious
architecture by B2Ai architects makes sure
every apartment has a magnificent view over
the city. But Budalys wants to put this project
on a different level by opening it to the public.
They want to bring the city life into their project
by offering different services and activities for
young and old. There is a bistro with 300 seated
places, a take-away, fitness and a beautiful
rooftop to enjoy the sun, the view and even a
game of “petanque”. We have had the pleasure to
do the complete furnishing of the public spaces
in collaboration with the interior architects of
Ensemble One Stop Office.

Namen

NE5T

In this former farmhouse Belgian entrepreneur
Benoît Gersdorff installed 6 complete different
apartments including all facilities. There is a
very nice Spa and Wellness with in- and outdoor
swimming pool and a nice little restaurant with
beautiful terrace. Situated on top of the Citadel
de Namur far away from prying eyes they offer
absolute comfort and welcome hosting for those
who want to escape and relax for a while.

Brasschaat

PRINS KAVELHOF

Another project in collaboration with Polo Architects is this huge complex
of serviceflats in the centre of Brasschaat, built by De Groep Van Roey.
Formerly these kind of facilities were built in quiet areas. With this project
Brasschaat offers 191 serviceflats in 12 pavilions with a central meeting
place close to the centre and right in the middle of the active community
life. The project offers to the residents both privacy as the possibility to
participate to the social life.

Turnhout

DE NIEUWE KAAI

De Nieuwe Kaai offers proof that
a serviced flats complex does not
need to be cold, sterile and grey. In
stead of a clinical atmosphere there
is the luxurious feel of a hotel. Fully
made-to-measure for the older
generation, it offers all the required
facilities.
Together with Cathérine Meukens,
we provided the furnishings with
warm shades and refined textures,
aiming for maximum comfort and
ergonomics.
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